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From the introduction:
“This book addresses Christians, especially evangelicals, who believe that the Bible is a divine word of truth that 
should function as an authority for Christian faith and practice, and who want to espouse a coherent position that 
justifies and defends that belief.  My contention here is that the American evangelical commitment to “biblicism,” 
which I will define and describe in detail below, is an untenable position that ought to be abandoned in favor 
of a better approach to Christian truth and authority.”  (Page vii, Kindle location 38)

Chapter 1: Biblicism and the Problem of Pervasive Interpretive Pluralism!
Main point: Smith introduces biblicism, a widely-held position of Biblical authority which, he argues, leads 
to pervasive interpretive pluralism. His argument is that biblicism is both an illogical and unhelpful way to 
approach the Scriptures. 

Defining biblicism: “By “biblicism” I mean a particular theory about and style of using the Bible that is defined by a 
constellation of related assumptions and beliefs about the Bibleʼs nature, purpose, and function. That constellation is 
represented by ten assumptions or beliefs” (Page 4, Kindle location 208)

The 10 assumptions or beliefs of biblicism as abbreviated by J. R. Daniel Kirk: 
1. Scripture contains the very words of God (divine writing)
2. The Bible is Godʼs exclusive means of communication with people
3. Everything God needs to tell us about belief and life is in the Bible
4. Anyone can read, understand and thus rightly interpret the Bible
5. The Bible can be understood in its plain, literal sense
6. We can build theology from scratch without creeds or confessions
7. All the passages touching on the same topic can be brought together into a harmonious whole
8. The Bible is universally applicable to people in all times and places
9. Inductive method leads to right hearing of the text
10. The Bible, read this way, provides a handbook for living
(See pages 4-5 for Smithʼs full description of these 10 assumptions)

Defining Pervasive Interpretive Pluralism: “The very same Bible—which Biblicists insist is perspicuous and 
harmonious—gives rise to divergent understandings among intelligent, sincere, committed readers about what it 
says about most topics of interest. Knowledge of “biblical” teachings, in short, is characterized by pervasive 
interpretive pluralism. What that means in consequence is this: in a crucial sense it simply does not matter 
whether the Bible is everything that Biblicists claim theoretically concerning its authority, infallibility, inner 
consistency, perspicuity, and so on, since in actual functioning the Bible produces a pluralism 
of interpretations.” (Page 17, Kindle location 478)

“So the question is this: if the Bible is given by a truthful and omnipotent God as an internally consistent and 
perspicuous text precisely for the purpose of revealing to humans correct beliefs, practices, and morals, then why is it 
that the presumably sincere Christians to whom it has been given cannot read it and come to common agreement 
about what it teaches?” (Page 26, Kindle location 686)

http://www.jrdkirk.com/2011/10/06/stop-with-your-impossible-bible-already-pt-1/
http://www.jrdkirk.com/2011/10/06/stop-with-your-impossible-bible-already-pt-1/


Chapter 2: The Extent and Source of Pervasive Pluralism

Main point: Smith argues that pervasive interpretive pluralism is the greatest challenge to the biblicist 
position. He looks at a number of theological and ethical issues on which multiple positions could be held to 
on a “biblical” basis and argues that the biblicist position is incapable of solving this issue of pluralism within 
the Christian scriptures. 

“Divergent views based on different readings of the Bible also involve many other significant topics-including the 
role of “good works” in salvation, proper worship protocols, the value of reason and rationality in faith, 
supersessionism (whether Godʼs “old covenant” promises to the Jews have been replaced by the “new 
covenant”), marital submission and equality, the legitimacy of creeds and confessions, the nature of life after 
death, the possible legitimacy and nature of ordained ministry, the morality of slavery, the theological significance 
of Mary, the ethics of wealth, views of private property, creation and evolution, the nature of depravity and original 
sin, salvation of the Jews, use of statues and images in devotion and worship, the status of Old testament laws, 
the importance of a “conversion experience,” the perseverance of the saints, church discipline, birth control, 
tithing, dealing with the “weaker brother,” the meaning of material prosperity, abortion, corporal punishment, 
capital punishment, asceticism, economic ethics, the wearing of jewelry and makeup, celibacy, drinking alcohol, 
homosexuality, the “anti-Christ,” divinely chosen nationhood, swearing oaths, the ontology of church, believersʼ 
relations to culture, church-state relations, and-last but not least-the nature and purpose of the Bible itself.” (Page 
27-28, Kindle location 695)

Chapter 3: Some Relevant History, Sociology, and Psychology

Main point: In this (fairly technical and academic) chapter, Smith explains some of the historical and 
interdisciplinary background thatʼs led to the rise of the biblicist position and the reasoning behind biblicistsʼ 
ignoring pervasive interpretive pluralism.

Chapter 4: Subsidiary Problems with Biblicism
Main point: Smith lists some additional problems with or blind areas of biblicism, namely blatantly ignored 
teachings, arbitrary determinations of cultural relativism, strange Bible passages, populist and “expert” 
practices deviating from Biblicist theory, and lack of Biblicist self-attestation. This is Smithʼs final 
“deconstructive” chapter before he moves to offer what he sees as a more helpful and tenable evangelical 
position on Scriptural authority.

“When we confront Biblicismʼs many problems, we come to see that it is untenable. Biblicism simply cannot be 
practiced with intellectual and practical honesty on its own terms. It is in this sense literally impossible. Biblicismʼs fatal 
problems are not the sort of things with which faithful Christians ought to be comfortable. Biblicism is not the way 
forward for evangelicalism. There must be a better way to understand and read the Bible. What might that 
be?” (Page 89, Kindle location 1897)



Chapter 5: The Christocentric Hermeneutical Key

Main point: Smith begins the second half of the book by arguing for what he refers to as a Christocentric 
Hermeneutical Key. He is arguing (with Karl Barth and the opening words of Johnʼs Gospel) that the full, 
complete “word of God” is Jesus rather than the collection of writings we have in the Bible. This does not 
diminish the authority, power, or importance of the Bible, Smith argues, but instead recognizes that in 
Jesus we have “the purpose, center, and interpretive key to scripture” (97).

“Evangelical Biblicism is not an especially evangelical way to read the Bible. In practice, Biblicism demeans scripture. 
On the surface, Biblicism appears to champion a “high view” of the Bible, but its actual practices betray a rather low 
view of the Bible. Evangelicals who are truly evangelical can and ought to do better.” (Page 93, Kindle location 1910)

“…the guiding purpose in the remainder of the book is to contribute toward theorizing a non-Biblicist yet definitely 
evangelical approach to scriptural authority that particularly addresses the specific problem of pervasive interpretive 
pluralism. I am not trying here to develop a full-fledged theory of all theologically relevant aspects of the Bible-such as 
inspiration or infallibility-a task well beyond both my scholarly competence and the scope of this book. At the same 
time, any attempt to rethink scripture and address pervasive interpretive pluralism will inevitably raise other related 
matters of concern. I will not hesitate to develop broader ideas as necessary to pursue this goal. But I will always try to 
bring the discussion around to this bookʼs core concern, which is how the Bible can function as authority even if 
Biblicism is impossible.” (Page 97, Kindle location 1982)

“Truly believing that Jesus Christ is the real purpose, center, and interpretive key to scripture causes one to read the 
Bible in a way that is very different than believing the Bible to be an instruction manual containing universally 
applicable divine oracles concerning every possible subject it seems to address.” (Page 97-98, Kindle location 1982

“If believers today want to rightly understand scripture, every narrative, every prayer, every proverb, every law, every 
Epistle needs likewise to be read and understood always and only in light of Jesus Christ and God reconciling the 
world to himself through him. This does not mean trying to detect Christ in every piece of scripture or forcing every 
verse in the Bible to somehow be directly about the gospel. That itself would be bad proof-texting. Rather, every part of 
scripture and scripture as a whole-which obviously has background-is read in light of the centrally defining reality of 
Jesus Christ.” (Page 99, Kindle location 2017)

“The standard Biblicist response to such a suggestion, I am well aware, is that such an approach places the Bible 
interpreter in the position of having to make judgments, of having to decide what is central and what, by contrast, 
allows for different understandings and practices……My reply? Making judgments and decisions? Of course! That is 
the world in which we have always lived. That is the situation we always find ourselves in, whether we admit it or not. 
That is a task and responsibility we humans simply cannot escape. It is much better for us to “own” that task and to 
take responsibility for our active role as interpreters of scripture, always drawing on historical Christian tradition, than to 
pretend that everything in the Bible-not just the gospel of Jesus Christ, but everything else as well-is self-evident, self-
interpreting, and perfectly self-consistent, so that we merely need to passively absorb and obey it.” (Page 113, Kindle 
location 2311)

“The Bible is of course crucial for the Christian church and life. But it does not trump Jesus Christ as the true and final 
Word of God. The Bible is a secondary, subsidiary, functional, written word of God, the primary purpose of which is to 
mediate, to point us to, to give true testimony about the living Jesus Christ.” (Page 117, Kindle location 2408)

“Jesus Christ is present to his people in the church in the bread and the wine. Jesus Christ is personally present with 
the believer, who in baptism dies with Christ and is raised in Christ to new life—and so to those already baptized who 
baptize others as well. Jesus Christ is made present through the Holy Spirit to all people who hear him in the faithful 
preaching of the gospel. Jesus Christ is the mystical head of the church body in which all people are united to him. 
Jesus Christ is present, as promised, with any two or three of his own who gather in his name. Jesus Christ is present 
to the church generally in the Holy Spirit, who is sent to call, teach, lead, enlighten, comfort, and heal. Jesus Christ is 
present to the believer in prayer. Jesus Christ is present to the believer in the form of his or her needy neighbor. So the 
Bible is a crucial but not an isolated nor a sufficient mediating means of knowing, living with, and sharing in the life of 
Jesus Christ.” (Page 119-120, Kindle location 2444)



Chapter 6: Accepting Complexity and Ambiguity
Main point: Smith returns to the issue of pervasive interpretive pluralism and offers some suggestions as to 
how we can (a) read the Bible authoritatively, meaningfully, and with integrity while (b) not ignoring the 
reality that the Bible can be a confusing and sometimes seemingly contradictory collection of writings.

“[Quoting Gordon Fee] “God did not choose to give us a series of timeless, non-culture-bound theological propositions 
to be believed and imperatives to be obeyed. Rather, he chose to speak his eternal word this way, in historically 
particular circumstances and in every kind of literary genre. By the very way God gave us this Word, he locked in the 
ambiguity. One should not fight God and insist that he give us his Word in another way or, as we are more apt to do, 
rework his Word along theological or cultural prejudgments that turn it into a minefield of principles, propositions or 
imperatives but denude it of its ad hoc character as truly human. The ambiguity is part of what God did in giving us the 
Word in this way.”” (Page 129, Kindle location 2619)

“Accepting the scriptures that God has actually provided us as they are-rather than ungratefully and stubbornly forcing 
scripture to be something that it is not because of a theory we hold about what it must and should be-is, if anything, the 
properly “inductive” way of approaching scripture as an authority. This is the kind of believing, trusting attitude toward 
the Bible that the church has long said proper understanding requires. If we then come across accounts, propositions, 
or passages of scripture that do not match our deductive theoretical expectations of what the Bible must be like, we 
are not thrown for a loop, and we do not push back and revolt against what is real. Instead, we take it seriously for 
whatever it is, give thanks to God for speaking to us through it, and humble learn what the Holy Spirit might 
teach.” (Page 130, Kindle location 2656)

“Scripture is sometimes confusing, ambiguous, and incomplete-we have to admit and deal with that fact. Biblicism 
insists that the Bible as the word of God is clear, accessible, understandable, coherent, and complete as the revelation 
of Godʼs will and ways for humanity. But this is simply not true. Scripture can be very confusing. It can be indefinite. 
The Bible can lack information and answers that we want it to have. To say such things seems, from a Biblicist 
perspective, to insult God, scriptureʼs divine author. But that is, again, because biblicism starts off with wrong 
presuppositions about how the Bible ought to work.

There is no reason whatsoever not to openly acknowledge the sometimes confusing, ambiguous, and seemingly 
incomplete nature of scripture. We do not need to be able to explain everything all the time. It is fine sometimes simply 
to say, “I have no idea” and “We really just donʼt know.” (Page 131, Kindle location 2656)

“All of scripture is not clear, nor does it need to be. But the real matter of scripture is clear, “the deepest secret of all,” 
that God in Christ has come to earth, lived, taught, healed, died, and risen to new life, so that we too can rise to life in 
him. On that, the Bible is clear.” (Page 132, Kindle location 2693)

“Where scripture is sometimes internally at odds with itself, even apparently self-contradictory, we would do better to 
let stand the tensions and inconsistencies than to force them into an artificial harmony.” (Page 133)

Chapter 7: Rethinking Human Knowledge, Authority, and Understanding

Main point: In this final chapter, Smith offers a rethinking of what a “postbiblicist evangelical world” might 
look like if we approached the Bible not as biblicists but as “Christocentric” readers. This shift would move 
us towards a non-foundationalist epistemology (a fancy philosophical way of saying that our confidence in 
knowing need not be based on rock-solid “facts” but instead on a consistent, thoughtful, and humble 
commitment to action/reflection). This shift would also move towards a more holistic understanding of faith 
and discipleship – ours is not simply a cognitive/intellectual faith, but a lived and practiced faith. 



Conclusion

“If scripture is as authoritative and clear on essentials as Biblicists say it is, then why canʼt the Christian church-or even 
only Biblicist churches-get it together and stay together, theologically and ecclesiologically? Why are there thousands 
of Protestant denominations, conventions, associations, and splinter groups-often each claiming their own right to 
existence in virtue of their possessing the “biblical” truth? And if the Holy Spirit leads believers into revealed truth, then 
why is the Christian church fraught with such disagreements and divisions about that truth?” (Page 174-175, Kindle 
version location 3482)

“Rather than insisting that God must have provided a revealed word of a sort that our preconceptions and historical 
social situations tell us had to be-and then bending over backward to defend that insistence in the face of good 
evidence to the contrary-we would do well to take the actual revelation that God has give us on its own terms and learn 
how to read and understand it well. If anything, biblicists should be shamed for refusing simply to accept-on what turn 
out to be faulty and outmoded philosophical grounds-the actual inspired scriptural writings that God has provided his 
people.” (Page 175-176, Kindle location 3497)

“Evangelicals need to realize that the Bible is not a “how to” book. It is a “HERE IS WHO” book. First and foremost it 
tells everyone: Here is who Jesus Christ is and therefore here is who you are and need to become in relation to 
him.” (Page 176)
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